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Abstract—The International Roadmap for Devices and
Systems (IRDS) recently succeeded the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS). The roadmap driver
changed from scaling physical dimensions to application
requirements and now includes a broader range of nonsemiconductor technologies, such as superconductor electronics
(SCE). We review current applications for SCE, ranging from
development activities to small-scale commercial products.
Computational accelerators within data centers and other future
applications will require significant improvements in circuit
density, complexity, functional capability, memory capacity, and
data rates in and out of the cryogenic environment. As a first
step, we propose to develop an application-driven roadmap for
superconducting digital computing that will include key decisions
to be made by the superconductor electronics community.

superconductor electronics to the IRDS and lead the first IRDS
roadmap section for the area.
II. APPLICATIONS AND DRIVERS
FOR SUPERCONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS
Among application areas relevant to superconductor
electronics in Table I, research and development (R&D) is
expected to be significant to dominant for the near term by
measures such as chip area or money spent. This is different
from semiconductor electronics, which is dominated by
commercial applications. Current R&D drivers include
quantum information processing, sensor and detector arrays,
and superconducting computing.

Keywords—superconductor electronics; SCE; SFQ; roadmap;
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TABLE I.
Application

I. INTRODUCTION
The
International
Technology
Roadmap
for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [1] projected technology requirements
and potential solutions for semiconductors from 2001 to 2014.
The ITRS used transistor feature sizes, density, clock rate, and
other metrics to roadmap the future of integrated circuits. In
2015, the ITRS committee presented a new roadmap, called
ITRS 2.0, for key systems that contain integrated circuits and
drive process, design, and integration technologies [2].
Subsequent partnering of ITRS 2.0 with the IEEE Rebooting
Computing (IEEE RC) Initiative resulted in the International
Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) [3].
The IRDS mission is to “Identify the roadmap of electronic
industry from devices to systems and from systems to devices”,
which represents a broadening of the scope. “Beyond CMOS”
is one of the focus topics and includes technologies other than
Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
electronics such as memristors, spintronics, straintronics, and
superconductor electronics.
Superconductor electronic circuits can be analog, digital,
quantum, or hybrid [4]. Superconducting digital logic is based
on the single flux quantum (SFQ) and includes logic families
such as RSFQ [5], RQL [6], EFSFQ [7], eSFQ [8], AQFP [9],
and phase mode logic [10]. Past SCE roadmapping efforts
[11]–[20] provide a base for future efforts. As participants in
the Beyond CMOS committee, the authors introduced
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SCE APPLICATIONS AND DRIVERS
Drivers

Research &
development

Quantum information
processing, advanced
sensors, computing,
government funding

Metrology

Voltage standard

RF signal
processing
& control
Data preprocessing
Network
routing

RF processor
DSP: digital signal
processor
SOC-NW: system-onchip, networking

High
performance
computing

MPU-HP:
microprocessor unit,
high performance

Data center

Microserver

Metrics
Foundries, process design
kits, process capability,
layer count, feature sizes,
yield
Accuracy, precision,
voltage range, frequency
range (for ac)
Clock rate, signal-to-noise
ratio, bandwidth
Clock rate, throughput,
bits, circuit density
throughput
Floating point
computation, memory
performance, data rate,
chip area, physical volume,
energy efficiency
Integer computation,
memory performance, data
rate, chip area, physical
volume, energy efficiency

Commercial applications currently include Josephson
voltage standards [19], digital-RF receivers, and quantum
annealing coprocessors for computing [4]. Cryogenic sensor
arrays for astronomy and other applications are growing to the
point that multiplexing and signal processing is needed close to
the sensors. Quantum computing approaches that require
cryogenic temperatures are likely to need RF signal processing
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and control as well as digital computation within the cryogenic
space. Microprocessor units and memories are currently under
development, but not yet available as commercial products.
Further in the future are large-scale computing applications that
require many parallel processors for high performance
computing or data centers [21].
The application and driver examples included here are
preliminary and require further development.

developments. To avoid the effort of full-circuit simulations
performed in [25], models must be developed for circuit area,
delay, and energy for a variety of superconductor technologies.
Interconnect delay and energy models are needed for both
Josephson transmission lines (JTL) and passive transmission
lines (PTL). Clocking delay must be included for logic families
such as RSFQ that require clocking of each gate. Standard
refrigeration multipliers and ranges are required as a function
of operating temperature.

III. BENCHMARKING AND METRICS

A. Devices and Circuits
Recent efforts to benchmark a variety of beyond-CMOS
technologies include [22]–[24]. Nikonov and Young [22]
included in traditional energy-delay comparisons some state
variables other than voltage (e.g., magnetization, polarization,
spin current, orbital state) and extended comparisons from
switching devices alone to logic circuits as large as an
arithmetic logic unit (ALU). Still, the existing benchmarks and
metrics are limited as computing also requires interconnects
and memories, not just logic circuits, and did not consider
superconducting electronics. One reason for the omission is
that superconductive technologies have very different
characteristics that make meaningful comparisons difficult at
the level of devices or subcircuits.
As an example for how to add superconductor electronics
to existing comparisons, consider switching energy versus
delay for a 32-bit ALU. Nikonov and Young’s projected data
for ALUs using beyond-CMOS devices fabricated at the 10 nm
scale is in Table 7 of their supplemental material [22].
Dorojevets, et al. [25] give in their Table I data for a
simulated ALU using reciprocal quantum logic (RQL), a type
of superconductor logic. The equivalent performance figures
are 205 aJ/op (32 bit) and 402 ps delay for operation at 4.2 K
with critical current density Jc = 100 µA/µm2, device current Ic
= 38 µA, and 16.3 GHz clock rate. For direct comparison at
300 K, the energy dissipated at 4.2 K must be multiplied by a
factor to account for refrigeration. Cryogenic refrigeration
system efficiency varies depending on refrigeration capacity
and design, so a range was used from 10,000 to 400 (W @
300 K)/(W @ 4.2 K) [21]. The result is shown in Fig. 1.
Some applications require the electronics to operate at
cryogenic temperatures. Examples include some digital-RF
receivers, focal plane arrays for astronomy, quantum
computing, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). For
operation at 4.2 K, the RQL point in Fig. 1 would drop by a
factor of 1,000 while the other points would stay about the
same. In this case RQL has a clear advantage over the other
technologies considered.
A generalized methodology for comparing superconductor
electronics with other technologies will require several
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Beyond-CMOS electronics must consider new devices,
circuits, and architectures. Determining which emerging or
novel technologies are most promising and thus most deserving
of development effort can be difficult, especially for
significantly non-conventional technologies. Needed are fair
metrics and figures of merit for comparison.
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Fig. 1. Switching energy at 300 K versus delay for 32 bit ALUs. Added to
[22], Fig. 6, is an RQL superconducting ALU with whiskers showing a range
for refrigeration cost from 10,000 to 400 W/W (300 K/4 K) and a symbol at
1,000 W/W. Dashed lines show constant energy-delay products.

B. Systems and Applications
Pan and Naeemi [24] make the case that some beyondCMOS devices offer fundamentally different or unique
characteristics best suited to novel circuit implementations not
well evaluated by traditional metrics and benchmarks. IRDS
will need methods for including energies and delays of key
system components to more accurately predict the performance
of complete digital computing systems based on emerging
technologies. We expect superconducting digital computing to
address this need through figures of merit including both
computation and communication (data movement).
IV. TECHNOLOGY ROADMAPS
A technology roadmap is worthwhile when the benefits
from coordination and collaboration exceed the effort required.
Superconducting digital computing is one application area that
could benefit from a technology roadmap as multiple
organizations will be required to make useful products. For
example, foundries capable of producing complex circuits are
too expensive for most organizations to support.
Each IRDS team will assess present status and future
evolution of the ecosystem in its specific area and produce a 15
year roadmap. Initial roadmaps are being developed for
presentation in late 2017. Given the current state of the
technology, the initial roadmaps for SCE are expected to be far
less detailed than those for CMOS.
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A. SCE Technology Roadmap
IRDS roadmaps will include current, near-term (next 7
years), and long-term (following 8 years) coverage with
projections for odd years. Technology areas in the SCE
roadmap might include: foundry and fabrication processes,
packaging and integration, and design tools.
Foundry and fabrication is a key technology area for SCE
and faces some challenging decisions. Foremost is
identification of suitable foundries. Of the two foundries
currently capable of producing complex superconductor
circuits (> 100,000 Josephson junctions), MIT Lincoln
Laboratory is not allowed to produce commercial products and
the D-Wave Systems foundry has limited access. Needed is at
least one foundry that can handle the materials specific to SCE
and produce commercial products with sufficient yield. Multiproject wafer (MPW) service seems desirable, but will require
well-characterized processes and more complete process design
kits (PDKs) than currently available. New materials, processes,
and devices will need to be added. How these will be
developed and incorporated into the foundries is an open
question. The achievable rate of progress must be considered.
The packaging and integration area might include
parameters such as chip sizes, contact count and layout, and
memory interface specification.
B. Scaling Models
Models are needed to predict achievable metrics such as
circuit density, complexity, or efficiency from parameters in
the technology roadmap. The effort can start from previous
work such as [9], [26]–[27], but will need to be extended
considerably.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Participation in the IRDS process gives the SCE
community a seat at the table and a framework for creating and
maintaining technology roadmaps for our benefit. Anyone
interested in participating should contact the authors or the
IRDS.
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